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Abstract: Physically-based radiative transfer models (RTMs) help in understanding the
processes occurring on the Earth’s surface and their interactions with vegetation and
atmosphere. When it comes to studying vegetation properties, RTMs allows us to study
light interception by plant canopies and are used in the retrieval of biophysical variables
through model inversion. However, advanced RTMs can take a long computational time,
which makes them unfeasible in many real applications. To overcome this problem, it has
been proposed to substitute RTMs through so-called emulators. Emulators are statistical
models that approximate the functioning of RTMs. Emulators are advantageous in real
practice because of the computational efficiency and excellent accuracy and flexibility
for extrapolation. We hereby present an “Emulator toolbox” that enables analysing
multi-output machine learning regression algorithms (MO-MLRAs) on their ability to
approximate an RTM. The toolbox is included in the free-access ARTMO’s MATLAB suite
for parameter retrieval and model inversion and currently contains both linear and non-linear
MO-MLRAs, namely partial least squares regression (PLSR), kernel ridge regression (KRR)
and neural networks (NN). These MO-MLRAs have been evaluated on their precision and
speed to approximate the soil vegetation atmosphere transfer model SCOPE (Soil Canopy
Observation, Photochemistry and Energy balance). SCOPE generates, amongst others,
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sun-induced chlorophyll fluorescence as the output signal. KRR and NN were evaluated
as capable of reconstructing fluorescence spectra with great precision. Relative errors
fell below 0.5% when trained with 500 or more samples using cross-validation and
principal component analysis to alleviate the underdetermination problem. Moreover, NN
reconstructed fluorescence spectra about 50-times faster and KRR about 800-times faster
than SCOPE. The Emulator toolbox is foreseen to open new opportunities in the use of
advanced RTMs, in which both consistent physical assumptions and data-driven machine
learning algorithms live together.
Keywords: emulator; machine learning; radiative transfer models; multi-output; ARTMO;
GUI toolbox; FLEX; fluorescence

1. Introduction
Since the advent of optical remote sensing, physically-based radiative transfer models (RTMs) have
deeply helped in understanding the processes occurring on the Earth’s surface and their interactions with
vegetation and atmosphere. In particular, when it comes to vegetation analysis, RTMs have found wide
application to model, study and understand light interception by plant canopies and the interpretation
of vegetation reflectance in terms of biophysical characteristics [1–3]. RTMs describe absorption and
scattering, and some of them even describe sun-induced chlorophyll fluorescence, the microwave region
and thermal emission. They are useful in a wide range of applications, including designing vegetation
indices, performing sensitivity analyses, developing inversion models to accurately retrieve vegetation
properties from remotely sensed data (see Verrelst et al. [4] for a review) and to generate artificial scenes
as would be observed by an optical sensor, e.g., [5]. Plant and atmospheric RTMs are currently used in
an end-to-end simulator that functions as a virtual laboratory in the development of new optical sensors,
for instance in preparation of EnMAP [6] or of ESA’s candidate eight Earth Explorer mission, FLEX
(Fluorescence Explorer) [7].
Over the last three decades, a large number of RTMs have been developed with different degrees
of complexity. Gradual improvements and increases in complexity have diversified RTMs from simple
turbid medium RTMs towards advanced Monte Carlo RTMs that allow for explicit of 3D representations
of complex canopy architectures (e.g., see [8] for a comparison). This evolution has also resulted in
an increase in the computational requirements to run the model and, therefore, in our ability to invert
the model. In general, canopy RTMs can be categorized as “economically” and “non-economically”
invertible models.
The problem of inverting the RTM model from observations to obtain estimates of input parameters
(the inverse problem) is said to be well posed if a solution to the inverse problem exists, is unique and
depends continuously (and smoothly) on the data [2,9]. In most cases, these conditions are not met, and
most model inversions are said to be ill posed. This happens due to the insufficient information content
on the observations, as there might be limited sensitivity to input parameters in the observations, and
the observations are inevitably corrupted by noise [10]. The problem is only made worse by the strong
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non-linear nature of the models [11,12]. This has led to most inverted models being the simplest, with
inversions limiting the number of inferred parameters.
Most practical RTM inversion methods have been based on look-up tables (LUTs), typically
using economically-invertible RTMs, e.g., [13–15]. In a LUT approach, the RTM generates spectral
reflectances for a large range of combinations of variable values. As such, the inversion problem is
reduced to the identification of the modelled reflectance set that most closely resembles the observation.
This process is based on querying the LUT and applying a cost function on a pixel-by-pixel basis. In
order to produce accurate mappings, LUTs need to have fine sampling in parameter space, which results
in a very large number of model runs and, consequently, involving a computationally-demanding task,
albeit one that is trivial to parallelise. A good example of this approach is taken for the MODIS LAI
product [9].
A second category of RTMs involves the so-called “non-economically” invertible models. These are
typically more advanced RTMs, often with a large number of input variables and sophisticated
computational and mathematical modelling. These enable the generation of complex or detailed
scenes, but at a computational cost. Because of the long processing time to generate a single scene,
consequently, the development of a LUT is multiple times more computationally intensive than for
economically-invertible RTMs and is therefore referred to herein as “non-economical”.
In brief, the following type of RTMs can be considered as non-economically invertible:
1. Monte Carlo ray tracing models: These models trace each photon from an energy source via all
scattering interactions until it reaches a sensor. While being able to generate complex scenes,
photon tracing results in a relatively long processing time. Examples include: Raytran [16] and
FLIGHT [17]. See Disney et al. [18] for a review.
2. Voxel-based models: This 3D model builds a scene from voxels with a pre-defined size.
These models, while being able to generate complex scenes, require a large number of input
variables and a relatively long processing time. Examples include DART [19].
3. Soil-vegetation-atmosphere-transfer (SVAT) models: These models, while being able to calculate
processes at the ecosystem scale, typically consist of several sub-models, are characterized by
a large number of input variables and may result in a long processing time. Examples include:
SimSphere [20] and SCOPE [21].
Although these models serve perfectly as virtual laboratories for fundamental research on
light-vegetation interactions, RTMs are in general of little use for retrieval applications, because either a
large number of input variables or a long processing time is involved. Some experimental studies, though,
demonstrated that these advanced RTMs can be applied in inversion schemes [22–24]. However, none
of them made it through operational processing chains. Hence, when it comes to selecting an RTM for
inversion, the current pragmatic approach is to search for a good balance between acceptable accuracy
and computational complexity.
An alternative approach is to use surrogate functions that provide a fast and accurate approximation
between RTM input parameters and outputs. Seen in this light, the problem is one of regression
(or interpolation) of the model output as a function of the RTM input parameters. This statistical
technique of approximating the functioning of a physical model has been termed “emulation” and has
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been demonstrated for a number of typical RTMs [25]. For the creation of the “emulators”, in principle,
any regression technique can be used. However, regression algorithms that are fast, that require modest
training input/output parameter sets and that are able to deal with the non-linear characteristics of RTMs
are preferred. An additional advantage of emulators is that some phrasings of the emulators allow
an estimation of the approximation error, gradient and integral forms of the emulation function [26].
Here lies the interest in emulation: not only does emulation result in a speeding-up of models, but it also
allows the use of advanced parameter retrieval techniques based on, e.g., data assimilation concepts that
are computationally prohibitive using conventional RTMs. In this guise, the emulators do not aim to
“learn” the features of one dataset to apply to others, but rather try to “learn” the structure of the actual
physical model, so that we can use emulators as drop-in replacements for RTMs in scenarios where using
the original RTM is computationally too costly.
For example, Gaussian processes [27] have been widely used as emulators [28,29], with applications
in sensitivity analysis of the SVAT models [20,30]. However, note that any other regression approach that
is able to deal with strong non-linearities can in principle be used for this task. A particularly desirable
property is full spectrum emulation, where the emulator approximates, e.g., the entire reflectance
spectrum over the solar reflective domain. This paper introduces a number of “multi-output machine
learning regression algorithms” (MO-MLRAs) to assess their viability as emulators of RTMs.
A premise to develop emulators is the availability of RTMs to train an MLRA by their inputs
(variables) and outputs (spectral data). Over the last few years, we have harmonized and standardized
within a single toolbox various leaf and canopy RTMs. The toolbox is called the “Automated
Radiative Transfer Models Operator (ARTMO)” [31] and is freely available at http://ipl.uv.es/artmo/.
ARTMO includes economically-invertible RTMs, such as PROSPECT [32], SAIL [33], INFORM [34],
as well as non-economically-invertible RTMs, such as the ray tracing canopy model FLIGHT [17] and
the SVAT model SCOPE [21]. In ARTMO, RTMs can be used in a semi-automatic fashion for any kind
of optical sensor operating in the visible, near-infrared and shortwave infrared range (400–2500 nm).
Therefore, having a diverse range of RTMs with varying complexity at hand, this platform can perfectly
serve as a benchmark to the development and evaluation of an emulator toolbox.
This brings us to the main objective of this work: to present the novel “Emulator toolbox” that enables
building surrogate models that approximate radiative transfer models through MO-MLRAs. Thereby
related are the following goals: (1) to evaluate the different MO-MLRAs on their performance to function
as an emulator and as a proof of concept; and (2) to apply the best performing MO-MLRA as the emulator
to approximate SCOPE.
The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows. We will first briefly describe the implemented
MO-MLRAs, then the latest status of ARTMO v3.10, followed by an introduction of the most important
components of the new Emulator toolbox. The used data are subsequently described, and an evaluation
of three MO-MLRAs is presented. A case study and discussion on the use of these emulators and a
conclusion closes this paper.
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2. Machine Learning Regression Algorithms
To enable emulating an RTM, the first step involves building a statistically-based representation
(i.e., an emulator) of the RTM from a set of training data points derived from runs of the actual model
under study. These training data pairs should ideally cover the multidimensional input space using a
space-filling algorithm. The second stage uses the emulator built in the first step to compute the output
that is otherwise generated by the RTM [35]. The premise hereby is that the statistical model is able
to generate multiple outputs in order to reconstruct a full spectral profile. Note that this approach is
essentially the same as MO-MLRAs used for retrieval, e.g., [36,37], that builds regression models from
reflectance to biophysical variables, but then in reversed order.
In this paper, we compare several MO-MLRAs. Several state-of-the-art methods are considered
here: (1) partial least squares regression (PLSR); (2) kernel ridge regression (KRR), also known as
least squares support vector machine; and (3) artificial neural networks (NN). All of these regression
techniques are popular in various application domains thanks to their relatively fast training, good
performance and robustness to the overfitting problem. Actually, all of them have been used to retrieve
vegetation products from remote sensing images (see also [4] for a review). Note hereby that in the
emulator approach, no biophysical variables are targeted as output, but instead the reverse, i.e., spectral
information. In the following subsections, we briefly summarize the main aspects of the algorithms.
2.1. Partial Least Squares Regression
Let us consider a supervised regression problem, and let X and Y be the input and output centred
matrices of sizes n×d and n×o, respectively. Here, n is the number of training data points in the problem,
and d (o) is the dimension of the input (output) data. The objective of standard linear regression is to
b = XW, where W
adjust a linear model for predicting the output variable from the input features, Y
contains the regression model coefficients (weights) for all of the outputs and has size d × o. The
ordinary least-squares (OLS) regression solution is W = X† Y, where X† = (X> X)−1 X> is the
Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse of X. Highly correlated input variables can result in a rank-deficient
covariance matrix Cxx = n1 X> X, making the inversion unfeasible. The same situation is encountered
in the small-sample-size case.
A common approach in statistics to alleviate these problems considers first reducing data
dimensionality and then applying the OLS normal equations to the projected data or scores [38].
These scores reduce to a linear transformation of the original data, X0 = XU. A common choice is
to transform data using principal component analysis (PCA) [39]. PCA is an unsupervised method
that unfortunately finds projections that do not necessarily align well with the dependent variable.
An alternative supervised method is partial least squares (PLS) [40], which looks for projections that
maximize the covariance between the input features and the target variable. Once the dimensionality
of the projected data is chosen, the OLS equations are solved using X0 , which leads to the PLSR
algorithm [41] method. PLSR emerged as a popular regression technique for interpreting hyperspectral
data, with various experimental applications in vegetation properties’ mapping, e.g., [42–45].
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2.2. Neural Networks
The most common approach to develop non-parametric and non-linear regression is based on artificial
neural networks (NN) [46]. A NN is a (potentially fully) connected structure of neurons organized
in layers. A neuron basically performs a linear regression followed by a non-linear function, f (·).
Neurons of different layers are interconnected with the corresponding links (weights). Therefore, in
the limit case of using an NN with only one neuron, the results would be similar (or slightly better
because of the non-linearity) than those obtained with ordinary least square regression.
Training an NN implies selecting a structure (number of hidden layers and nodes per layer),
initializing the weights, the shape of the non-linearity, the learning rate and the regularization parameters
to prevent possible overfitting. In addition, the selection of a training algorithm and the loss function both
have an impact on the final model. In this work, we used the standard multi-layer perceptron, which is a
fully-connected network. We selected just one hidden layer of neurons. We optimized the NN structure
using the Levenberg–Marquardt learning algorithm with a squared loss function. A cross-validation
procedure was employed to avoid overfitting issues. NN weights were initialized randomly according to
the Nguyen–Widrow method, and model regularization was done by limiting the maximum number of
net weights to half the number of training samples. NNs have been vastly used in biophysical parameter
retrieval (e.g., [47–51]) and are very useful in operational settings (e.g., [52]), because they scale well
with the number of training examples.
2.3. Kernel Ridge Regression
Kernel ridge regression (KRR) minimizes the squared residuals in a higher dimensional feature space
and can be considered as the kernel version of the (regularized) OLS linear regression [53]. The KRR,
also known as least squares support vector machine, has been widely used in many regression and
function approximation tasks [53] in general and remote sensing data processing in particular [54].
KRR is a kernel method that typically relies on a mapping function of the input data (spectra in
our case) to a much higher (richer) dimensional space where similarity, distances and patterns in the
distribution are estimated. The general rationale in kernel methods [53] is that one does not need to
know the explicit mapping function or the coordinates of the mapped spectra therein, but only a kernel
function k that operates implicitly therein, yet explicitly with input spectra. The linear regression model
is defined in a Hilbert space, H, of very high dimensionality, where the n input samples have been
mapped through a mapping φ(xi ) ∈ H. In matrix notation, the model is given by Ŷ = ΦW, where
Φ = [φ(x1 ), . . . , φ(xn )]> , W = [w1 , . . . , wo ]> and, now, wi ∈ H.
Notationally, we want to solve a regularized OLS problem in Hilbert spaces:


2
2
min kY − ΦWkF + λkWkF
W

(1)

Taking derivatives with respect to model weights W and equating them to zero lead to an equivalent
problem depending on the unknown mapping functions φ. The problem can be solved by applying
the representer’s theorem, by which the weights can be expressed as a linear combination of mapped
P
samples, wi = nj=1 αji φ(xj ) or in matrix notation W = Φ> Λ, where the entries of the weights matrix
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Λij = αji , i = 1, . . . , n and j = 1, . . . , o. Then, a dot product in Hilbert space can be replaced by a kernel
function, k(xi , xj ) = φ(xi )φ(xj )> , which in matrix notation is K = ΦΦ> with entries Kij = k(xi , xj ).
The prediction for a test sample x∗ is obtained as a function of the dual weights Λ, as follows:
Ŷ = f (x∗ ) = k(x∗ , ·)> (K + λI)−1 Y = k(x∗ , ·)> Λ

(2)

where k(x∗ , ·) is the kernel function between the test example and all training data points and is a measure
of the similarities between them.
Note that for obtaining the model, only the inversion of the Gram (or kernel) matrix K of size
n × n regularized by λ is needed. We have used the traditional squared error (SE) kernel function,
whose components Kij are k(xi , xj ) = exp(−kxi − xj k2 /(2σ 2 )). Therefore, in KRR, only the
regularization parameter λ and the kernel parameter σ have to be selected. Both parameters were
optimized via standard cross-validation. It is worth noting that KRR has been widely used in remote
sensing applications [54,55].
The previous methods are implemented in the freely available at http://www.uv.es/gcamps/
code/simpleR.htm, simpleR [56] toolbox. The toolbox is not explicitly included in ARTMO, but may be
of interest for the reader, as it provides more regression and analysis tools.
3. ARTMO
ARTMO brings multiple leaf and canopy radiative transfer models (RTMs) together along with
essential tools required for semi-automatic retrieval of biophysical parameters in a modular toolbox.
In short, the toolbox permits the user: (1) to choose between various invertible leaf and canopy RTMs
of a low to high complexity (e.g., PROSPECT-4, PROSPECT-5, SAIL, FLIGHT, INFORM, SCOPE);
in principle any leaf RTM can be coupled with any canopy RTM; (2) to specify or select spectral band
settings specifically for various existing air- and space-borne sensors or user-defined settings, typically
for recently developed or future sensor systems; (3) to simulate large datasets of top-of-canopy (TOC)
reflectance spectra for sensors sensitive in the optical range (400 to 2500 nm); (4) to generate look-up
tables (LUT), which are stored in a relational SQL database management system (MySQL, Version 5.5
or higher; local instalment required); and, finally, (5) to configure and run various retrieval scenarios
using EO reflectance datasets for biophysical parameter mapping applications. ARTMO is developed in
MATLAB (2009 version or higher). Figure 1 presents ARTMO’s (v.3.10) main window and a systematic
overview of the drop-down menu below. To start with, in the main window, a new project can be initiated,
a sensor chosen and a comment added, whereas all processing modules are accessible through drop-down
menus at the top bar.
The first rudimentary version of ARTMO has been used in LUT-based inversion applications [15,31].
The toolbox has been improved and expanded since then, such as by the implementation of retrieval
modules. They are based on parametric and non-parametric regression, as well as physically-based
inversion using a LUT and led to the development of a: (1) “Spectral Indices assessment toolbox” [37];
(2) “Machine Learning Regression Algorithm (MLRA) toolbox” [57]; and (3) “LUT-based inversion
toolbox” [58]. ARTMO v3.10 with the “Emulator toolbox v. 1.00” is formally presented in this paper.
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The software package is freely downloadable at http://ipl.uv.es/artmo. ARTMO’s general architecture is
outlined in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Screenshot of ARTMO’s v3.10 main window and schematic overview of its
drop-down menu.

Figure 2.
Screenshot of the Emulator’s toolbox and schematic overview of its
drop-down menu.
3.1. Emulator Settings Module
The algorithms and architecture of the Emulator toolbox are essentially based on the MLRA
toolbox [57]. Similarly to the MLRA toolbox, the first step consists of inserting input data, which
refer to the RTM LUT data (input data and associated output spectra). This is done in “Input” and gives
the user the possibility to select a predefined LUT as generated by ARTMO. That LUT can be generated
for any leaf, canopy or combined RTM and for any optical sensor in the 400- to 2500-nm range. Once
the data are linked, the “Settings” module can be configured.
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In the “Settings” module, the available MO-MLRA’s (PLSR, NN, KRR) can be configured given
various options. One MO-MLRA can be selected or, alternatively, all available MO-MLRAs can be
solved one-by-one. In addition, options to add independent white Gaussian noise are provided. Noise can
be added to the retrieved parameters or to the spectra. The injection of noise can be important in order to
account for environmental and instrumental uncertainties. Fourth, the training/validation data partition
can be controlled by setting the percentage of how much data from an RTM or user-defined setting is
assigned to training or to validation (i.e., split-sample approach). Thereby, the user can evaluate the
impact of ranging training/validation partitioning by entering a range of training/validation partitions.
Alternatively, a cross-validation module has been implemented that allows the user to select k-fold
or leave-one-out (LOO) cross-validation schemes. Cross-validation returns a more robust estimate of
the model’s performance, by averaging statistics from multiple independent training and test subsets.
Finally, to enable the models to cope with large, contiguous hyperspectral datasets (e.g., reflectance,
fluorescence spectra), the option of applying a principal component analysis (PCA) dimensionality
reduction step prior to training a model has been implemented. An emulator on projections is thus
generated. In this case, the inverse of the PCA transformation is applied to obtain reconstructed spectra.
This dimensionality reduction technique greatly speeds up the training phase, which in case of NNs can
take a long time and makes the problem better conditioned.
3.2. Validation Module
Once the training/validation data splitting have been defined and the settings configured, a range of
scenarios can be run, tested and their performance assessed. This is done by naming a validation set
in the “Validation” module. Each regression model strategy over the configured ranges are one-by-one
analysed through the root-mean-square-error (RMSE) difference between emulated spectra and RTM
spectra assigned to validation, and the results are stored in a MySQL database. As such, a large number
of results can be stored in a systematic manner, so that they can be easily queried and compared.
An example of validation results is presented in the “MLRA validation table” (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Emulator’s validation window.
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The table shows the best performing validation results per model according to RMSE indicators, such
as the normalized RMSE (i.e., relative RMSE to the range parameter measurements), further referred
to as relative error, and training and validation processing speed. Options to visualize the performance
of the emulator are provided, such as displaying the best and worst emulated spectrum relative to their
true counterpart or a user-defined emulated and validation spectrum. Finally, by clicking on “Retrieval”,
a successfully-validated regression function can be selected to function as the emulator (e.g., the best
evaluated MLRA model).
3.3. Emulator Module
The “Emulator module” is the core of the Emulator toolbox. It consists of the following utilities:
• Emulator vs. RTM: In the Emulator test interface, the option is provided to configure a random
simulation and then run it by the emulator, as well as by the RTM. Subsequently, the RMSE
difference between the validation and the emulated spectrum is provided, as well as the processing
speed for both. In this way, the accuracy and processing speed of the emulator can be inspected.
• Random LUT Emulator: In the emulator LUT generation interface, a random LUT can be emulated
by entering the required input variables, the minimum and maximum boundaries, the sample
distribution (e.g., normal, uniform), the number of samples and the directory of the output file.
Emulated spectra can be plotted and exported.
• User Emulator: Alternatively, the user can also import their own text file with RTM input values.
As such, any kind of spectral dataset can be emulated, e.g., input data can come from field
measurements, but also from ARTMO-exported input data. Emulated spectra can be plotted
and exported.

Figure 4. Automatic generation of a random LUT through the emulator.
A screen shot of the Random LUT Emulator is shown in Figure 4, and the other utilities are
designed in a similar way. Finally, the toolbox offers a few additional tools to inspect the accuracy
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of the emulators, such as plotting the spectral residuals (i.e., the difference between RTM-generated and
emulated-generated spectra in absolute or relative terms) and some general statistics derived from the
residuals. Furthermore, the possibility is provided to track back which samples (or bands) caused the
best and worst emulated spectra, respectively.
4. Proof of Concept: Emulating Fluorescence Profiles
Having the Emulator toolbox presented, as a proof of concept, we subsequently applied it for
evaluating the performance of the three MO-MLRAs on their capability to emulate the SVAT model
SCOPE (Soil Canopy Observation, Photochemistry and Energy fluxes) [21]. SCOPE is essentially an
energy budget model that calculates the whole energy budget of a canopy, with sun-induced chlorophyll
fluorescence as one of the outputs. These simulations are used within FLEX applications, e.g., for
the development of artificial scenes as observed by FLEX and for sensitivity studies. Here, we will
evaluate whether the emulator reaches acceptable accuracies and how much processing speed is gained.
SCOPE is first outlined, followed by the experimental setup of the LUT generation. Emulating results
are then presented and discussed.
4.1. Simulated Data: SCOPE v1.60
SCOPE calculates radiation transfer in a multilayer canopy in order to obtain reflectance and
fluorescence in the observation direction as a function of the solar zenith angle and leaf inclination
distribution. The distribution of absorbed radiation within the canopy is calculated with the
SAIL model [33]. The distribution of absorbed radiation is further used in a micro-meteorological
representation of the canopy for the calculation of photosynthesis, fluorescence, latent and sensible heat.
The fluorescence and thermal radiation emitted by individual leaves is finally propagated through the
canopy, again with the SAIL modelling concept [21]. Apart from the canopy radiative transfer modules,
the following leaf-level modules are relevant at this point:
1. A leaf radiative transfer module that calculates absorbed photosynthetically-active radiation
(aPAR), reflectance and fluorescence spectra as a function of the irradiance spectrum and the
leaf composition;
2. A biochemical module that calculates the photosynthesis rate and the fraction of absorbed
light returning as fluorescence, as a function of aPAR, temperature, relative humidity and the
concentrations of CO2 and O2 .
Compared to an earlier release [21], various improvements have been included in the new SCOPE
v1.60 [59], such as processing speed-up through parallel computing routines. Nevertheless, SCOPE
v1.60 still takes about one second to finalize a single simulation. Because SCOPE v1.60 is equipped
with over 30 input variables and offers a wide range of output products (organized according to
fluxes, radiation, reflectance, spectrum, surface temperature, fluorescence, vertical profiles), all types of
input-output sensitivity studies can be conducted. However, this comes at a computational cost. In view
of FLEX, we are mostly interested in sun-induced fluorescence (SIF) outputs. We will therefore examine
the capability of the MO-MLRAs to emulate SCOPE fluorescence profiles.
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4.2. Experimental Setup
Although SCOPE is equipped with over 30 input variables, not all of them play a role in the generation
of fluorescence outputs. To find out their relative importance, in an earlier work, a global sensitivity
analysis (GSA) was employed [60]. It was found that 11 key variables explained 95.5% of the variance
of total SIF(integral of the fluorescence broadband signal). These variables, listed in Table 1, were
therefore used to generate SCOPE LUTs.
Table 1. SCOPE input variables that drive canopy leaving fluorescence and their ranges.
The remaining SCOPE variables have been fixed according to [60].
Variable Names

Units

Leaf biochemistry
Vcmo Maximum carboxylation capacity µmol m−1 s−1

Range
0.1 to 100

Leaf variables
CHL
Leaf chlorophyll content
Cm
Leaf dry matter content

µg/cm2
g/cm2

0 to 80
0.001 to 0.05

Canopy variables
LAI
Leaf area index
rwc
Within-canopy-layer resistance
SZA
Solar zenith angle

m2 /m2
m2 /m2
◦

0.01 to 7
0 to 20
0 to 60

Micrometeorology variables
Ca
CO2 concentration in the air
P
Air pressure
ea
Atmospheric vapour pressure
Ta
Air temperature
Rin
Incoming shortwave radiation

ppm
hPa
hPa
◦
C
W m−2

350 to 450
1000 to 1090
10 to 50
5 to 25
400 to 1000

A fully random LUT within the variable space with minimum and maximum boundaries as given
in Table 1 and a uniform distribution was generated using SCOPE v1.60 for 100, 500, 1000 and
5000 samples. Their processing time took 75, 386, 774 and 4177 seconds, respectively. These LUTs
were then entered into the Emulator toolbox, with the fluorescence variable as the selected output.
Within the “Settings” window, for each LUT, all three MO-MLRAs were selected. In order to speed
up the model development, prior to training the MO-MLRAs, a PCA was applied, and the first five
components were retained and used for data projection. The impact of applying a PCA with five
components as opposed to without using PCA was tested for KRR and 1000 samples. It was found that
differences were negligible (∆ RMSE: 0.0004), which suggests that applying PCA can be considered
as a valid dimensionality reduction technique. Further, in order to generate more robust validation
results, a 10-fold cross-validation sub-sampling procedure was applied. The advantage of using a
k-fold cross-validation sampling is that all data are used for both training and validation, and each single
observation is used for validation exactly once. The generated RMSE statistics are then averaged over
the 10 subsets.
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5. Results
5.1. MO-MLRA Evaluation
Table 2 displays the RMSECV goodness-of-fit statistics of the validation dataset and the training
and validation processing computational cost of the four MO-MLRAs for the 100, 500, 1000 and
5000 random samples datasets. The normalized RMSE (NRMSECV ) indicates that relative errors fall
below 3%, but significant differences across the three MO-MLRAs and sampling size can be observed.
Regarding the three MO-MLRAs, the PLSR performed poorest in accuracy. NN was validated as best
performing for the datasets of 500, 1000 and 5000 samples, closely followed by KRR. For NN and
KRR, predictive accuracy improved when more samples are given to the model. With 5000 training
samples, relative errors fell below0.3%. KRR and NN are in principle very efficient with less than
5000 samples. However, NN needed significantly more time to train the model because of its complex
optimization during the learning process; KRR only requires tuning the kernel length-scale and the
regularization parameter, while for NN, we tuned the number of hidden neurons from three to 40, as well
as the learning rate, momentum term, regularization constants and initialization of the weights. When
introducing many samples (e.g., 5000), KRR starts being computationally demanding, because it requires
inverting an increasingly large kernel matrix. Note that the PCA transformation considerably improved
the computational efficiency of the training phase; without PCA, it took up to a few hours to develop the
NN model. In turn, once trained, all three MO-MLRA models generate emulations quasi-instantly.
Table 2.
Multi-output machine learning regression algorithms (MO-MLRAs)
goodness-of-fit results and processing speed for 100, 500, 1000 and 5000 soil canopy
observation, photochemistry and energy balance (SCOPE) samples. The gain in speed is
relative to the SCOPE simulations. KRR, kernel ridge regression.
MO-MLRA RM SECV

N RM SECV (%) Speed Training (s)

Speed Validation (s)

Gain in Speed (x)

# 100
PLSR
KRR
NN

3.38
2.29
3.91

2.94
1.32
2.37

0.08
0.07
5.50

0.00
0.01
0.05

312
937
47

PLSR
KRR
NN

2.92
1.21
1.04

1.16
0.48
0.41

0.23
1.01
17.63

0.01
0.02
0.04

439
821
50

# 1000
PLSR
KRR
NN

2.99
0.85
0.64

1.03
0.29
0.22

0.58
7.88
65.56

0.05
0.05
0.06

423
790
51

# 5000
PLSR
KRR
NN

2.99
0.44
0.42

0.91
0.13
0.13

1.94
435.25
486.24

0.13
0.85
0.11

350
411
54

# 500

While these goodness-of-fit statistics provided a general indication of the model performance,
to visualize the ability of these models to emulate SCOPE fluorescence outputs, the best and worst
matching emulation according to the RMS deviation are plotted for the three MO-MLRAs for the case
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of the 1000 samples (see Figure 5). It can be observed that for each MO-MRLA, the best validated
fluorescence profile perfectly matched the original SCOPE profile. Perhaps more interesting is to
inspect the worst emulated fluorescence profile. Large differences can be observed in the case of
PLSR; it completely missed the close-to-zero fluorescence profile. Furthermore, KRR overestimated
a weak fluorescence profile, but considerably less pronounced. Interestingly, for NN, a similar
weak fluorescence profile was encountered as the best matching. Here, as the worst match, a slight
overestimation occurred for a pronounced fluorescence profile. Considering the close approximation of
the SCOPE fluorescence profile, it shows the powerful potential of NN to approximate the physical RT
model SCOPE.
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Figure 5. Best (B) (blue) and worst (W) (red) emulated (solid line) vs. their reference
radiative transfer model (RTM) SCOPE (dashed line) fluorescence spectra according to RMS
deviation in the case of 1000 samples (10-fold cross-validation). Note that in best case (blue),
the emulated spectrum falls almost precisely on the RTM reference spectrum.
The MO-MLRA models were used to generate emulated fluorescence profiles for the input data of
the 100, 500, 1000 and 5000 random samples within the Table 1 defined input boundaries. As such, the
gain in processing speed can be compared to the original simulations (Table 2, last column). It can be
observed that the emulator reconstructs the fluorescence profiles multiple times faster than the original
SCOPE RTM. Approximately, NN delivers fluorescence about 50-times faster, PLSR about 400-times
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faster and KRR even about 400- to 900-times faster (depending on the amount of training data) than the
SCOPE model. Hence, given that KRR is several times faster than NN and almost as accurate, it is a
promising MO-MLRA to function as an emulator.
5.2. Emulated LUT Evaluation
To illustrate the performance of the MO-MLRAs on their ability to reconstruct fluorescence profiles,
they are visualized for the 1000 samples in Figure 6. The top-left panel displays the original
SCOPE fluorescence profiles; the other panels display the 1000 emulated profiles for the three
MO-MLRA models.
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Figure 6. Original 1000 SCOPE-generated fluorescence spectra (top-left) and emulated
1000 spectra with three MO-MLRA models. The fluorescence spectra are colour-scaled
against leaf area index (LAI) and chlorophyll content (CHL).
Although these profiles were generated by 11 randomly-varying variables, the profiles were
colour-plotted as a function of CHL and LAI. With these graphs, it can be observed that PLSR cannot
be considered as an accurate emulator; PLSR does not reach the same magnitude as the original
SCOPE profiles and, more problematic, leads to negative fluorescence profiles. These effects were
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actually expected, because PLSR, even being a supervised regression algorithm, can only find orthogonal
transforms (rotations) and apply a linear regression model. In turn, KRR and NN delivered much
more accurate profiles and can cope with the non-linearities of the problem; they are within the same
magnitudes as the original SCOPE profiles; and only a few profiles turn out to fall slightly below
zero. For the large majority of samples, KRR and NN reconstructed the 1000 fluorescence spectra
with precision.
Considering the few fluorescence profiles that fall below zero, obviously they do not make sense
physically. When taking a closer look, it appears these are mostly profiles with a close-to-zero LAI.
Hence, this case study underlines that careful inspection of the emulator performance is necessary
before applying it to a practical application. For instance, the emulator performs more successfully when
emulating well within the training variable space than emulating at or beyond the training boundaries.
Accordingly, when setting the LAI boundary to a minimum of 0.5, then no more negative values appeared
(results not shown). A similar trend was observed in the case of 5000 samples (results not shown), though
with slightly reduced below-zero profiles, due to the somewhat more accurate emulator performance
because of being trained by more samples.
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Figure 7. Absolute (top) and relative (bottom) general statistics of spectral residuals between
original SCOPE and emulated spectra for KRR and NN models and for the 1000 spectra, as
shown in Figure 6. The areas represent the maximal spectral difference (light gray) and ±1
standard deviation (dark gray) for the 97.5 percentile. The blue line represents the mean
spectral residual.
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As a final analysis, the spectral residuals between fluorescence spectra and the original SCOPE model
and emulated fluorescence spectra of the MO-MLRAs were calculated. To summarize these residuals,
some general statistics are provided in Figure 7, i.e., the mean, ±1 standard deviation (SD) and the
maximal area covered within the 97.5% percentile. Both absolute as well as relative statistics are shown,
but only for KRR and NN. Residuals of PLSR showed a systematic mismatch with a magnitude almost
10-times larger than NN and KRR and, therefore, are not shown. Consequently, PLSR cannot be
recommended as a suitable emulator. In turn, KRR and NN show more promising perspectives. The
mean of the signatures is close to zero, as well as the ±1 SD, which in absolute terms stayed below 0.05.
When inspecting the SD in relative terms, then it can be observed that it stayed below 25% for KRR
and below 35% for NN, with a widening at the tails of the fluorescence profiles due to close-to-zero
absolute values. Hence, for the large majority of samples, KRR and NN emulators generated accurate
fluorescence profiles, with a preference for KRR that performed better in relative terms (bottom plots).
Only a few emulated spectra caused outliers with relative errors beyond 50%, especially for NN. When
tracking back to the input variables of those poorest 1% residuals, this reveals that these emulated profiles
are characterized with input variables of at least one, but mostly a combination of two or more, extreme
input values, i.e., reaching the edges of the training variable space. As a rule of thumb, it is recommended
to use emulators well within the boundary space, as was presented by the training dataset. With the tools
provided by the Emulator toolbox in hand, the user can firstly select the best-performing MO-MLRA
model based on RMSE metrics and then inspect its performance with tools “Emulator vs. RTM” or
spectral residual analysis.
6. Discussion
Radiative transfer models (RTMs) are widely used in the retrieval of biophysical variables through
inversion strategies. Though they are typically restricted to the so-called economically-invertible
RTMs, which are characterized by a relatively low number of input variables and being fast in their
processing (e.g.,SAIL). Such an approach typically works well over homogeneous landscapes, but the
turbid medium model PROSAIL may not be appropriate to process heterogeneous landscapes. For
instance, various studies addressing the inversion of PROSAIL faced difficulties when inverting over
heterogeneous scenes, such as row crops, heterogeneous grasslands and forests [13,61]. Consequently,
these studies typically recommend investing in more advanced RTMs that possess flexibility to interpret
heterogeneous scenes. However, that feature implies an increasing number of input variables and
computational cost. The difficulty found when inverting more advanced RTMs has been repeatedly
acknowledged [23,24]. One of the main drawbacks of advanced RTMs is their long processing
time, which impedes the generation of LUTs and inversion strategies and their use in operational
processing chains.
To overcome this drawback, based on the idea that RTMs can be substituted through statistical
constructs in a computationally-efficient way [25], in this paper, we presented a novel, readily available
Emulator toolbox. The toolbox provides the necessary tools to enable emulating advanced RTMs.
The core of the toolbox consists of multi-output machine learning regression algorithms (MO-MLRAs)
that are able to reconstruct spectral outputs, e.g., radiance, reflectance or fluorescence spectra. As a
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case study, it was demonstrated that the SVAT model SCOPE can be successfully approximated by an
MO-MLRA with high accuracy (relative errors (NRMSECV ) below 0.5% when trained with 500 or more
samples for KRR and NN) to generate fluorescence outputs. More importantly, the outputs are generated
multiple orders of magnitude faster than the physical RTM, with the actual gain in speed depending on
the processing time of the RTM and the used MO-MLRA. Here, KRR generated fluorescence spectra
at a processing speed about 800-times faster than SCOPE. However, it must be noted that emulators are
by no means intended to replace RTMs. After all, RTMs are needed for the training phase, but also,
the observation that not in all cases a perfect reconstruction is achieved requires that emulators should
be used with caution. Inspection of the performance is a necessity, especially when passing beyond the
variables boundaries of what has been presented during the training phase. Further research is necessary
to ascertain whether emulators can be applied to any kind of RTM generating a diversity of outputs, e.g.,
reflectance, radiance, fluorescence, temperature, microwave, etc. Important questions hereby concern
the minimum number of training data required to achieve acceptable accuracies, as well the number of
input variables the emulator can successfully cope with. With the Emulator toolbox, these questions
can be easily investigated, either for RTMs readily available within ARTMO or by means of importing
training data (a LUT) as generated by models outside ARTMO.
To pursue this research line further, in the next version, more MO-MLRAs are planned to be
implemented within the Emulator toolbox. For instance, the multi-output (MO) version of support
vector regression (MO-SVR) [62] or the MO version of random forests (MO-RF) [63] or Gaussian
processes regression (MO-GPR) [25]. Particularly the latter is of interest, as MO-GPR possesses the
advantage to deliver, apart from estimates, also associated uncertainties. As such, a threshold can be
inbuilt that allows one to automatically filter out emulated spectra with high uncertainties. Eventually,
more powerful MO-MLRAs may approximate RTMs more accurately than the currently evaluated ones.
In this respect, the Emulator toolbox opens opportunities for many new applications. A few examples
are listed below:
• Opportunities are opened to retrieve biophysical variables through advanced RTMs. By
emulating these models, this allows generating of LUTs at the same processing speeds as
economically-invertible RTMs. This implies that advanced RTMs can be used in operational
processing chains and data assimilation processes.
• The ability to generate large LUTs that fill up the full parameter space opens opportunities
to conduct global sensitivity analysis (GSA) studies for advanced, computationally-expensive
models. This approach has earlier been demonstrated for a SVAT model called SimSphere [20,30].
Accordingly, the same approach can be applied to advanced RTMs. Currently, we are involved in
implementing a GSA toolbox in ARTMO.
• RTMs are increasingly used as core algorithms of end-to-end simulators (E2Es). An E2ES is a set
of algorithms and software tools reproducing the planned mission configuration to assess mission
performance; to consolidate technical requirements and system implementation; and to analyse the
suitability of the developed retrieval schemes. The basis of an E2E is a scene generation module,
where a synthetic scene is generated. This requires a large number of simulations, often with
advanced models. For instance, in preparation of the FLEX mission, a scene generator module is
under development that consists of the coupling of the SVAT model SCOPE with the atmospheric
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model MODTRAN [7]. Because of the large processing time of SCOPE and MODTRAN, the
possibilities to substitute these models by emulators are currently studied.
7. Conclusions
Emulators are statistical constructs that approximate the functioning of a physically-based radiative
transfer model (RTM). They provide great savings in memory and tremendous gains in processing speed,
while yielding similar accuracies in reconstructing RTM outputs. This emulating approach opens many
new research and operational remote sensing opportunities. To facilitate the use of emulators, ARTMO’s
new “Emulator toolbox” currently enables analysing three multi-output machine learning regression
algorithms (MO-MLRAs), both linear (partial least squares regression (PLSR)) and non-linear (kernel
ridge regression (KRR), neural networks (NN)). The toolbox enables the user to train the MO-MLRA
models with data coming from RTMs that are available within ARTMO. Various options are provided
that can optimize the training phase, such a PCA pre-processing step, ranging training/validation
distributions or through cross-validation sub-sampling procedures. The goodness-of-fit performance
and processing speed of the MO-MLRAs are then calculated. A successfully-validated MO-MLRA can
then function as an emulator.
As a proof of concept, we analysed the ability of the implemented MO-MLRAs to substitute the
SVAT model SCOPE in the generation of fluorescence outputs. Although PLSR cannot be considered as
an accurate emulator, NN and KRR emulated fluorescence profiles with great precision (relative errors
below 0.5% when trained with 500 or more samples), and this with a gain in processing speed of about
50 (NN) up to about 800 (KRR) times faster than SCOPE v1.60. It is foreseen that the Emulator toolbox
will open up a diverse range of new applications using advanced RTMs, such as improved inversion
strategies, global sensitivity analysis studies and rendering of simulated scenes in preparation for new
satellite missions.
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